
London Match FAQs

Why is Hotspot launching a London matching engine? 
Hotspot wants to further serve customers located in Europe (and Asia), particularly those with operations in London. 
With Europe being home to more than 50% of currency trading globally*, it’s also an acknowledgement of London as one 
of the primary locations globally for price discovery. 

With the firm now under the BATS Global Markets umbrella, the timing is also ideal to leverage what BATS brings to the 
combination in terms of relationships, infrastructure and support as the operator of Europe’s largest stock exchange, 
BATS Chi-X Europe, and Europe’s largest trade reporting facility, BXTR.

Where will the matching engine be located? 
The new matching engine will reside in the London Slough Campus data centers, west of London. All four of the BATS 
Chi-X Europe order books – two displayed exchanges and two dark pools – are located there, as are many key FX and 
equities trading markets and participants.  

When do you expect the London matching engine to go live? 
We expect to offer live trading in the late third quarter or early fourth quarter of this year. Connectivity and testing will 
begin early in the third quarter. 

Will Hotspot continue to operate its matching engine in the New York area? 
Yes. We will continue to run a separate New York matching engine both before and after the launch of its counterpart  
in London. 

Will the two matching engines operate independently? 
There will not be any linkage between the two matching engines/order books. They will operate as separate and distinct 
marketplaces.  

Will the same currency pairs trade on both matching engines? 
Our plan is to support all currencies on both matching engines/order books. 

Will I need a separate ID for each matching engine? 
Yes. 

Will you offer specific pricing tied to the launch of the London matching engine?  
Hotspot, with its already competitive pricing, plans to offer certain incentives in connection with its launch of the London 
matching engine. 

BATS Global Markets has a history of aggressive pricing on a global scale and remains the lower-cost competitor in each 
of the markets in which it operates.  

How will credit be managed? 
Participating Financial Institutions that serve as clearing counterparties (primes and banks) on the Hotspot platform will 
be able to leverage/share credit lines across Hotspot NJ and Hotspot LN. This will ensure that additional credit lines will 
not be necessary for Hotspot London. 

This sharing does not extend to trading accounts, as London will require separate trading accounts, those accounts will 
also need to be allocated a credit line.

Will Hotspot eventually migrate to the BATS technology? 
There are no immediate plans to migrate the Hotspot software technology onto BATS software technology. For the 
foreseeable future, we will continue to utilize Hotspot’s award-winning software with the high-performance BATS 
hardware and infrastructure. 

We do plan to upgrade Hotspot to BATS technical infrastructure standards and make performance enhancements to 
Hotspot software over time.   

*Source: Aite Group 
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